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 TEROLDEGO {13%}
is a Northern Italian grape variety 
that thrives on the gravelly soils 
in our Dunnigan Hills vineyards. 
A dash of Teroldego adds the 
fresh, racy, berry character and 
good acidy that sets up the palate 
for another sip of Pillars.

 PETIT VERDOT {24%}
shows its true potential in warm 
regions with long growing seasons 
on the well-drained, gravel-based 
soils found the Dunnigan Hills. 
PV is the backbone of our Pillars 
of Hercules adding firm tannins, 
great structure and dense f lavors 
of plum, blueberries and mocha.

 PETITE SIRAH {63%}
is important world-wide in warm 
growing regions because of its 
need for some heat and a dry 
climate to ripen fully. Grown in 
the Dunnigan Hills, PS adds 
appealing f lavors and aromas of 
sugar plum, blueberry, violets, 
dark chocolate and black pepper.   
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WHY PETIT VERDOT?
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Thought to be one of the first varieties originally planted in 
Bordeaux by the ancient Romans.

It is one of Bordeaux’s classic varietals but gradually fell out of favor 
due to difficulty in obtaining ripeness in a short growing season; 
hence the name Petit Verdot: “little green one.”

Shows its true potential in warm regions with long growing seasons 
on well-drained, gravel-based soils found the Dunnigan Hills.

Petit Verdot on the Hanging Curtain trellis system in the Matchbook  
Vineyard produces small clusters of tiny berries that intensify  
f lavors and the deep, dark color.

The grape has a thick skin and a natural acidity which adds tannin, 
color, f loral aromas, spicy f lavors and a minerally finish.

Petit Verdot is valued for yielding concentrated, full-bodied wines 
that are age-worthy.

Extended barrel aging (24 months) softens the varietal’s rugged 
tannins while enhancing the dense f lavors of plum, violets, mocha 
and the appealing fruit sweetness.

“Petit Verdot is extremely responsive to Matchbook’s soil type  
and growing conditions. Remarkably, the vines can appear 
to be depleted yet the fruit is flavorful with intense dark color  

making it both a fun and challenging grape to farm.”   
    –Greg Giguiere, Director of Vineyard Operations

“Petit Verdot could be Dunnigan Hills’s best varietal. Yes, it has firm 
tannins and gives great structure to wines, but ours also shows  

beautiful aromas of violet and great fruit expression of blueberries.  
Depth, structure, aroma and flavor -  this wine has it all.”   

    –Dan Cederquist, Head Winemaker


